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information event addressed to the students of the 1st study year WS 2018/19
Major in Design
Major in Art
What is the tutoring all about you tutor is available:

for a Semi-annual personal meeting with its tutees:
> to review your academic progress
> to generally inform about prerequisites of the degree course, Erasmus program and Bilateral Agreement
> to redirect the students to the Faculty Secretariat for detailed information on the administrative aspects of Erasmus Programs, internships, exams, thesis, etc.
> suggest the right person/office who can deal with specific issues the student might have
> Your first entry point is the Faculty Secretariat: design-art@unibz.it

- to provide study support:
> study plan (choice of free choice, internship), didactic content of the courses and the WUP
- General support and advice of the WUP
What is the tutoring all about typical topics that might be discussed in the interviews with your tutor:

- Failed Courses
- Average passed exams
- Delayed Exam taking
- Degree of Motivation

**Attendance:**
WUP students who miss more than 20% of lectures will be considered for possible early intervention, unless there are reasonable explanations for this
WUP Your contact person

WUP hands on support

**Vice Dean for Teaching**

**WUP - CURR. DES Visual Communication**
Prof. Antonino Benincasa | during the office hours / appointment via e-mail

**WUP - CURR. DES Product Design**
Prof. Nitzan Cohen | during the office hours / appointment via e-mail

**WUP - CURR. ART praxis**
Prof. Riccardo Prevedi | during the office hours / appointment via e-mail

**WUP - CURR. ART theory**
Prof. Stephan Schmidt Wulffen | during the office hours / appointment via e-mail

**Tutor for students with language affairs**
Prof. Roberto Gigliotti | during the office hours / appointment via e-mail

**Tutor for students with working affairs**
Prof. Andreas Metzner-Szigeth | during the office hours / appointment via e-mail
1st semester | mandatory
must pass to enroll into the 2nd semester:

**Curriculum DES:**
> Module WUP DES product design
> Module WUP DES visual communication

> Drawing 3D CAD - 1 and 2 (annual course)
> Descriptive Geometry DES
> History of Design 1

**Curriculum ART:**
> Module WUP Art praxis
> Module WUP Art theory

> Artistic Drawing - 1 and 2 (annual course)
> Artistic practices - 1 and 2 (annual course)
> History of Contemporary Art 1
Tutors

who can give support and information to you

Tutors | e professori di riferimento
Prof. Christian Upmeier (Membro Presidio di Qualità unibz, Membro Corso di Consiglio di Laurea), Prof. Stepan Schmidt Wulffen (Dean), Prof. RTD Valeria Burgio, Prof. Giorgio Camuffo, Prof. Emanuela De Cecco, Prof. Gerhard Glüher, Prof. Hans Höger

Tutors
Prof. Kuno Prey, Prof. Andreas Metzner-Szigeth, Prof. RTD Alvise Mattozzi, Prof. RTD Secil Ugur Yavuz, Prof. RTD Andrea Facchetti, Prof. Nitzan Cohen, Prof. Roberto Gigliotti